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Cyber specialist Becrypt shares insights and experience and exhibits data protection suite at Europe’s

largest event for security professionals



InfoSec Europe, 7-9 June, Olympia, London

Stand No: D80



London, UK, 7 June 2016 – British cyber security specialist, Becrypt, has been invited to present a

Tech Talk on Digital Forensics at Infosecurity Europe 2016, and will be speaking with distribution

partner, Infinigate UK, about the new EU General Data Protection Regulation. Industry experts Dr Bernard

Parsons, CEO of Becrypt, and Chris Cassell, Technical Consultant, will present ‘Lessons for the

Aspiring Digital Detective’, discussing the relevance of digital forensics for all organisations,

including even the smallest of businesses, and exploring how even a basic appreciation of forensics

principles and tools can lessen the impact of data breaches. The Tech Talks are a series of presentations

addressing the latest challenges on information and cyber security, with Becrypt presenting on Wednesday,

8th June, at 12.40pm.



Becrypt will also be speaking on Infinigate’s stand (D260). Dr Parsons is presenting on the impending

EU General Data Protection Regulation which is due to become law on 25 May 2018. A well established voice

in the data security field, Dr Parson’s session (Tuesday 7th June,13.30pm) will discuss how the new

regulation will drive greater awareness of data breach incidents, increasing the need for businesses to

examine how they build and maintain a brand or reputation associated with trust.



At the show, Becrypt will be exhibiting the latest versions of its data protection suite, trusted

platforms and cyber consultancy services, alongside partners MilDef, Centerprise and Xpertex. While

Becrypt’s products were originally designed for high threat environments such as military/defence,

government and public sector, its solutions are also highly suitable for use by commercial organisations.

Becrypt specialists will be available throughout the event to offer consultancy sessions on cyber

security in a dedicated private meeting room on the stand. 



Dr Parsons comments; “Becrypt has extensive technical knowledge and hands on experience of managing

cyber threat in government and commercial organisations alike. Our track record of designing and

implementing cyber security solutions that protect sensitive information enables us to advise on

strategies and tools to help organisations proactively secure data and guard against network

vulnerabilities.”



Becrypt will be hosting drinks and networking events for delegates and customers on its stand on Tuesday

7th and Wednesday 8th June, from 4pm- 5.30pm. For more information please visit;

https://www.becrypt.com/uk/news-events/news?id=398
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NOTES TO EDITORS



About Becrypt



Becrypt is a leading supplier of innovative mobile security solutions and services that are

Government-certified, suitable for numerous industry sectors. Becrypt provides a range of cyber security

solutions to protect data at rest and data in use across a broad range of platforms, including desktops,

laptops, tablets and smartphones, running Windows, iOS and Android. Becrypt’s secure thin client

technology supports virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) access, enabling secure and rapid IT

transformation within the enterprise, as well as cost effective secure remote access. 

Through its focus on product assurance, multiple platforms and centralised management, Becrypt’s

solutions enable the most security conscious organisations to deliver cost effective compliance, whilst

maintaining flexibility, choice and usability for their users. Becrypt offers cyber security services,

including consultancy, software engineering and solution integration. 

Becrypt has offices in London, UK, and McLean, VA, USA. For more information visit: BECRYPT

(http://www.becrypt.com) 
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